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CANFORD SOFAS From

£2,535.00
Description

Sleek, contemporary, angular lines, smart stitched grid detailing on the fixed upholstered seat and
finely shaped metal legs are the hallmarks of this sofa range. Loose back cushions add a softness to the
look and feel of a piece that is fantastically comfortable without the need for too much plumping!

 

The Canford Sofa range includes:

 

Canford 2 Seater Sofa WYY04453X  

W: 165cm D: 96cm H: 82cm

Fabric Required: 10m (0-7cm repeat), 11.5m (8-48cm repeat), 12.5m (49-91cm repeat), 13.5m (92+cm
repeat)

Price From: £2,535

 

Canford 3 Seater Sofa WYY04454X  

W: 195cm D: 96cm H: 82cm

Fabric Required: 12m (0-7cm repeat), 14m (8-48cm repeat), 15m (49-91cm repeat), 16.5m (92+cm repeat)

Price From: £2,685

 

Canford 4 Seater Sofa WYY04455X  

W: 225cm D: 96cm H: 82cm

Fabric Required: 14m (0-7cm repeat), 16.5m (8-48cm repeat), 17.5m (49-91cm repeat), 19m (92+cm
repeat)

Price From: £2,895

 

* Canford seat height 42cm
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* Canford arm and back height 69cm

* All sofas & mods come with two seat/back cushions in all sizes

*Metal Leg Options: brushed chrome, matt black, antique bronze (Canford only)

*Total price dependant on customer’s choice of fabric. If selecting own fabric, a barrier cloth may be
required at an additional price in order to meet current FR legislation. Alternatively, customers can opt
to have their fabric FR treated.

*Due to the grid detail on the Canford, please be aware that pattern matching, particularly stripes, can
never be aligned due to the stitching. To avoid mis-alignment we would suggest removing the grid
detailing or selecting a plain fabric.

 

All Concept furniture is available in our range of stocked velvets or linens. Choose from luxurious, plain
velvet available in 18 jewel-like colourways or three beautiful and pure 100% linen qualities in a total of
9 sophisticated shades from whites, naturals and greys to true William Yeoward blues. You can also
choose to have your Concept piece upholstered in a material of your own choice (COM). Our new
velvets and linens are all held in stock and have been FR treated to meet with current legislation.

Additional Information

Lead Time 6 - 8 weeks upon receipt of fabric

Made In England Yes

Depth 96cm

Height 82cm

Seat Height 42cm
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Product Images
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